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AN AREA THEOREM FOR HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

SHINJI YAMASHITA

Abstract. Let D g C and A g C be open sets in the plane C containing 0. Suppose

that D is connected and/is holomorphic in D with/(0) = 0. Then, for Q = /( D) n A

and P = /"'((?)> we have

A(P) + A(Q)> 7r[min{dis(3ö,0),dis(3A,0)}]2,

A( ■ ) denoting the area. The constant it is sharp and the equality holds if and only if

/ = 0, dis(3D,0) « dis(3A,0), and D is a disk of center 0.

Let C be the complex plane and suppose that OeflgC and 0 g A g C, where

D is a domain and A is an open set. Then, both r(D) = dis(3F>,0) and r(A) =

dis(3A,0) are positive and finite. Set r(D, A) = min(r(Z>), r(A)). For/holomorphic

in D with/(0) = 0, write/_1(A) ={ze/); f(z) e A}. The area of a set E c C is

denoted by A(E). We shall prove

Theorem. We have:

(\)A(f(D) n A) + A(f'\A)) > mr(D, A)2.
(II) The constant it in (I) cannot be replaced by any strictly larger one.

(III) The equality in (I) holds if andonly if the following hold at the same time:

(IIH)/= 0,
(III2) D is a disk of center 0, and

(III3)/•(£>)< r(A).

The special case where D = A = U = {\z\ < X) and / is univalent, is considered

by J. L. Ullman in his paper [5, Theorem]; apparently the inequality in (I) is strict in

this case, although Ullman does not point this out. Considerable changes must be

added to Ullman's skillful method, so that our theorem might be of significance.

For the proof of our theorem we denote Q = f(D) n A and P = f~l(A). Then

P=f~\Q)-
For the proof of (II) we consider/(z) = e1/2z, 0 < e < 1, for D = A = U. Then

A(P) +A(Q) = (1 + e)ir. For the proof of the "if" part of (III), we note that

P = D and A(Q) = 0. Thus,

■trr(D)2 = A(P) > Trr(D, A)2 = irr(D)2,

whence the equality in (I) holds.
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Suppose that/ = 0. Then P = D and A(Q) = 0, so that

A(P) + A(Q) = A(D) ^itr(D)1 > irr(D,A)\

because D D (|z| < r(D)). Therefore (I) is obtained. Suppose further that in this

case, the equality in (I) holds. Then, A(D) = trr(D)2 = trr(D, A)2, so that D = {\z\

< r(D)) and r(D) < r(A), whence (III2) and (III3) follow.

It remains to be proven that for each nonconstant /, (I) holds and the equality in

(I) never holds. We need the Alexander-Osserman-Taylor-Ullman inequality [2,

Theorem B, p. 767]; [1] in its specified form.

Lemma. Let F be holomorphic in U with F(0) = 0.IfA(F(U))< oo, then F

the Hardy class [3], with

(D
where

H-

\\F\\2 ̂  77-l4(F(i/)),

hm   (2tr)-1[      \F(tn\2\d^\
1/2

is the H2 norm of F. The equality in (X) holds if and only if F is an inner function [3, p.

24] multiplied by a nonnegative constant.

The norm is also expressed by

(I*)"1/      |7-(0|2KIIf l=i

1/2

where F(f) = lim,^1_0F(?f ) exists at a.e. f on 9f7.

Returning to the proof of (I) for nonconstant / we may assume that A(P) < oo

and A(Q) < oo. Let B be the component of the open set P containing 0. Since

A(B) < oo by B c P, there exists a universal covering map g: U -» B such that

g(0) = 0. Then, h = f ° g: U —> f(B) (c Q)isa holomorphic function.

By our lemma,

(2)

and

(3)

whence

AÛ2^A(B)<A(P)< oo

7r\\h\\2<A(f(B))^A(Q)<œ,

<r(\\g\\l+P\\l)<A(P)+A(Q).(4)

Since g G 772 and h g 772, the linear measure L(T) of

is 277. Set

and

T= {£e3t/;g(?)#oo#/itt)}

Eg={t^T;\g(n\>r(D)}

Eh={^T;\h(n\^r(A)}.
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Then,

(5) 2„\\g\\\> r(D)2L{Eg)

and

(6) 2*11*112 >r(A)2L(Eh).

If we establish

(7) L(Eg) + L(Eh)>2n,

then (I) follows from (4), (5), (6) and (7).

For the proof of (7) it suffices to show

(8) T = EgUEh.

Suppose that there exists f g T \ (Eg U Eh). Then, g(f ) g D by |g(f )| < r(D) and

/j(f) g A by \h($)\ < r(A). By the continuity of / at g(f), we have /¡(f) =

\im,^x_0h(tÇ) = lim,^1_o/{gW)) = /(«(i:))- Therefore g(f)ei by the defini-

tion of 5 because g(f) is connected with 0 by the curve (g(ff); 0 < í < 1} in D.

However, this contradicts the covering property of U induced by g over B. Thus, (8)

is established.

Suppose that the equality in (I) holds for our nonconstant/. Since the equalities in

(2) and (3) then hold, it follows from our Lemma that there are constants a > 0 and

ß > 0 such that g = aG and h = ßH, where G and 77 are inner functions; note that

g and h are nonconstant. Thus, |g(f)l = a > 0 and |/i(f )| = ß > 0 for a.e. f g 3«7.

Suppose that a < r(D). Then L(Eg) = 0, so that L(Eh) = 2ir because the equal-

ity in (7) holds. Thus, ß > r(A). By O. Frostman's celebrated theorem [4, p. Ill],

U\ H(U) is of capacity zero, whence A(H(U)) = it. Therefore,

A(f(B)) = A(h(U)) = trß2 > Trr(A)2 > <nr(D, A)2 = A(P) +A(Q),

so that A(f(B)) > A(Q) by A(P) > 0, which contradicts f(B) C £>.

Suppose that a > r(7)). Then, by the similar argument for g, we have A(B) = ira2

> trr(D)2 ^ A(P) + A(Q). Again, A(B) > A(P) by A(Q) > 0, contradicting 5 c

P.
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